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AWARD CITATION 

For the Chief of Staff of 63 rifle division, 31 Army 
Lt. colonel PRIKHNO PETR NIKOLAEVICH

is recommended for medal “FOR BRAVERY”

1. Birth year 1906

2. Nationality Ukrainian

3. In Red Army service since 1924

4. Party membership VKP(b) member 1928

5. Participation in combat (where, when) In Patriotic war since 22 June 1941

6. Wounds and contusions None

7. Previous awards recommendations None

8. Drafter by the commissariat Cherkassy district military commissariat

9. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 Comrade PRIKHNO has been first the chief of staff of 8 motorised rifle NKVD 
division, and later the chief of staff of 63 rifle division. He has been efficient in 
organising the respective headquarters functions. In all the combat operations, he 
ensured efficient and continuous combat governance of the troops and proper 
combat documentation. In the situations near Bobrovsky 2nd and Serafimovich, 
when the enemy imposed direct threat to the division headquarters, comrade 
PRIKHNO personally organised the headquarters personnel for to man the  
defensive perimeter. As the result of this effort, the enemy trust was repelled and 
all the personal and vehicles were safely relocated and evaded the enemy, even 
though it was done under heavy enemy fire. He is a disciplined and reliable officer. 
He is devoted to the case of the LENIN-STALIN party and the Socialist Motherland. 
He enjoys the well deserved respect among the troops.  

 He deserves state award - medal “FOE BRAVERY”. 

Commander of 63 rifle division  Commissar of 63 rifle division 
         Colonel   signature  /KOZIN/        Colonel   signature  /KONOVALOV/ 

16 September 1942 

Medal “For Bravery” 

Divisional Commissar signature 

19.10.1942 

Medal “For Bravery”
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II. Conclusion of the superiors

HE DESERVES MEDAL “FOR COMBAT MERITS”

DEDUTY TO THE HEAD OF CAPTURED MATERIAL DIRECTORATE 
LT.-COLONEL of ARMY SERVICE CORPS signature /MICHURIN/

13 June 1945

III. Conclusion of Army Military Council

HE DESERVES MEDAL “FOR COMBAT MERITS”

DEPUTY TO THE COMMANDER OF REAR AREA TROOPS of 3 Ukrainian front 
COLONEL-GENERAL of ARMY SERVICE CORPS  signature /SHEBUNIN/

“ 17 “ June  1945

IV. Conclusion of the Front Military Council

V. Conclusion of the award commission

VI. Award record 

Awarded with order “Glory III class” by the decree # 055/n issued by 364 rifle 
“Tosno” division on 28 June 1944. 

Head of personnel department 
Captain of army service corps  signature /SITNIKOV/ 

“ 22 ” February 1945
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